Results-Driven Solutions January 2008 Newsletter
by Krista S. Sheets, President
"In the end, it's important to remember that you cannot become what you need to be by remaining
what you are." – Max DePree
If you missed last month’s newsletter, you can download it at:
www.ParagonResources.com/library/rds_planning_12-07.pdf
Every January, we make the same promises. By March, most of them are out the window.
"A resolution," somebody once said, "is a thing that goes in one year and out the other."
Have you made resolutions that you've failed to keep? Have you held dreams of success and
happiness that you've failed to fulfill? Do you sometimes feel, despite how much you have done,
that you are still not fully achieving your potential?
If so, there is good news. Your past behavior does not have to determine your future work habits. If
you can change just a little, then you can change the way you live.
Change often seems to happen only when you are frustrated and fed up with your current state. At
that time, the idea of doing nothing is more painful than the change itself. For many people, change
is inspired more by emotional pleas than by intangible facts. It is natural to want to approach
positive interactions or avoid negative ones – this is what stimulates or motivates you to act.
So why is it so hard to find enough reason or motivation to change? Why do you sweep the
problems under the rug when you know they will not resolve themselves? Why do some people
allow others or situations to drain their energy? Must you bottom out emotionally and reach such a
drastic point to change? For some of you, I think the answer is a resounding YES. Once you reach
that point, the pain you are feeling will lead to true commitment to the change. But, you should be
able to see those clues for change more readily and with less cost to your own state of well-being.
You have to decide what is acceptable and what isn’t when people are interacting with you. You
should place great value on what matters most to you and assess every decision to determine
whether it helps you to grow and be better. Surround yourself with people in your life who want the
best for you and will force you to think differently in negative situations. You need people who will
provide you with a different view on the situation and challenge your assumptions and past
decisions. Everyone needs support when we are trying to make change happen. Seek the counsel of
your family members and friends, team members, manager, coach, or anyone whom you respect
and value. We all need different perspectives to make wiser decisions in the future.
There are a group of common resolutions people generally make each year for their personal
development – lose weight, stop smoking, get healthy, exercise more, become financially stable,
learn something new, etc. Below is a list of the common practice management issues that we see our
advisor teams seek improvement in and struggle with in their businesses. Do any resonate with you?
Lose weight…in your business – Business Obesity is a term we introduced in our Optimize Your
Business Program. The reason so many FA’s hit a plateau is because you are trying to run up a hill
with excess weight. Those extra pounds are actually too many small clients and/or trying to do too
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many things for your clients. If you want to have the most profitable and rewarding business, you
have to get clear on whom your ideal client is and what business you want to be in. If you want to
reach your potential, you need to stop trying to be all things to anyone – you have to focus.
Get fit…by exercising your leadership muscles – When you became an advisor, you probably
worked hard on your sales skills. Now that you have a successful business, you need to start
working on your leadership competencies. It is your responsibility to guide your team members and
let them know the vision for the practice. You can’t do this if you are spending all your time working
IN the business. You must work ON the business, too. This means investing time in activities that
focus on the future of your business. I challenge my clients to set aside 10-20% of their work week
to strategize for the future and deal with practice management issues that may be holding you back
from achieving further success. One key ingredient in all the leadership books you can read will be
know thyself and know those who follow you. This is why we start all client relationships with
insightful assessment tools that will help you to understand the players on the team.
Quit drinking…from the fire hose – Most FA’s are attracted to the chaos and reactivity of this
industry. After a few years of churning and burning and increased levels of stress, we usually find
businesses that are in distress. Juggling too many balls and keeping up with a high pace for such a
long period of time usually leads to burn-out. It often explains why some teams experience a
revolving door of team members and clients. Most great support team members prefer a more
structured environment where they can be more proactive. If teams are placing too much emphasis
on urgent and unimportant activities, they can be wasting time on things that don’t produce real
results or add value to the relationships. More and more studies are surfacing which confirm what
many of us already know – poor or non-existent service is what leads clients to take their business
elsewhere, not portfolio performance. Segment your book of business and determine a service
menu for each level of your business so you and your team members can spend more time on the
non-urgent AND important activities as the great Stephen Covey recommends. Our Know Service
Book offers a 5-step process to delivering 5-Star Service.
Get organized…by building the right team infrastructure – Clearly delineating the lines of
responsibility for team members is where we spend the majority of our time with our clients. The first
step in building the proper infrastructure is to understand all the work that must be done in your
business in order for it to run at its optimal level. In our Optimize Your Business Program, the third
step walks teams through the process of identifying the core functions of the business (the “what” of
your business). Then, by utilizing the Managing For Success Assessments, you can identify “who”
should do each “bucket” of work.
Spend more time with family or friends…work smarter not harder – Most of our clients have
already built successful practices. When they come to us, they aren’t seeking sales and marketing
assistance - they want a good night’s sleep! Running a successful business and managing the
people in it is something most of you were not formally trained to do. Once you build a strong team
infrastructure, you can then create systems for efficiency and productivity. The more you can do this,
the more time you can spend doing the things you love with those special people in your life.
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Learn something new…to stay competitive – This goes not only for FA’s but EVERY team member.
Encourage team members to develop a learning and development goal each year so that you can
increase your expertise as a team.
Help others…know who you are and your points of distinction – Most advisors would agree that
their preferred method for focused growth in their business is to get referrals from clients. If you
agree with this, then you need to let the right people know who you are, what makes you different,
and how to properly position you. Our Referral Builder Program is built with this purpose in mind.
Meet with your top clients to let them know you are available for non-investment related help and
that you care about them. This gives you an opportunity to build stronger relationships with the key
people in your business and let them know you need their help, too. Meet with business owners in
your community to learn who they are and what they do. Create a network of exceptional business
owners so you can direct your clients to the best of the best when the need arises.
In summary, change is challenging, but it is possible. Here are some general points when dealing
with change and creating new, positive habits.


Doing something once usually isn't enough. Most people try and fail several times before
they successfully change habits. It's helpful to think of those failed attempts as practice.



When dealing with a bad habit, there are two ways to attack it: 1. complete elimination
or going “cold turkey” or 2. moderating behavior or phasing in change. The easiest,
most effortless way to maintain positive behaviors over a lifetime is to start with small acts
rather than radical changes. Slow and steady really does win more races in the habit
world.



The only constant in change is change itself. What worked yesterday may not work
today or tomorrow. Strategies for managing a healthy life and business usually need to
be tweaked over time and in response to new circumstances.



A little structure makes a big difference in changing behaviors: devise a plan. Constantly
and consistently evaluate what’s working and what’s not. Respond quickly by changing
the plan as necessary.



There are a lot of potholes in the road to change. Anticipating trouble spots or barriers to
your success and thinking about ways to navigate around them can help keep efforts to
change on track.



Seek help from others. Without this support, it is hard to maintain success in the new,
positive habit.



What works for one may not work for others. Try to understand yourself in order to find
the best solution for you. Your intuition guides you best when you are acutely self-aware.



Self-control is your ability to exert control over your thoughts, feelings, and actions. Selfcontrol is like a muscle in your body; it can be weak but you can strengthen it. If you do
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ANYTHING that requires self-control, then that makes it EASIER for you to have selfcontrol in EVERYTHING. Creating structure in your life or business supports this.
Here’s what we’re reading at Paragon.
Anxious Organization: Why Smart Companies Do Dumb Things by Jeffrey Miller
We just posted a complimentary book summary at:
www.ParagonResources.com/library/anxious.pdf

The higher the anxiety level of an individual or group, the harder it is to think clearly or creatively.
In high anxiety companies, no one functions at their best. If one person changes behavior, the
dynamics of the entire group would change.
Dr. Murray Bowen – Family System Theory
Do you want to mastermind? Several of our clients have asked for a forum to share thoughts,
discuss solutions to practice management issues, hone leadership skills, etc. Please email us at
info@ParagonResources.com if you have an interest in forming a virtual mastermind group. There
are no details or commitments yet, we are just taking names of interested individuals and will
continue to explore this option.

If you have any comments or suggestions on how we can better assist you and your practice, please
know that we welcome your input. If you are looking for assistance on a specific project, please feel
free to contact us so we can craft the best solution for you using our own expertise or that of our
strategic partners.
Warmest regards,
Krista
To learn more about the programs featured in this newsletter, please visit our web site at:
www.ParagonResources.com.
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